Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur
Senate Scholarships and Prizes Committee

Name: Prof. J. N. Kapur Prizes

Proposed by: Mathematical Science Trust Society, New Delhi

Duration: Once a year - February

Amount: Three prizes, each of equal amount depending on the interest accrued
-In addition, the prizes will carry a certificate and a suitable momento.
-Some consolation prizes in the form of books/certificates may also be awarded.

Provision for the Award: An endowment of Rs. 1,00,000/- has been deposited with the DRPG.

Eligibility: All registered undergraduate students of IIT Kanpur, who have secured at least one "A" grade in any of the Mathematics Department course.

Selection Criteria: SSPC on recommendation of the Mathematics department will disburse the awards. Selection will be based on a competition (organised by the Mathematics Department) and/or merit and/or interview.*

• Refer to Prof. P.C. Joshi's letter to the Chairman, Senate dated 7 March 2001

Approved by

The Chairman
Senate
IIT Kanpur
Application Form for J N Kapur Prizes- 2016

Name:

Roll Number:

C.P.I.:

Programme:

Branch:

List below the courses with grades obtained for courses offered by Department of Mathematics & Statistics and in which your grade was A or A*.

Total Number of A or A* grades (in all courses taken so far).

Contact email/address/Mobile No.:

1. ________________ 2 ________________ 3 ________________

( Signature )

Note:
1. Completed application form must reach the Office of Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Room No. FB568, IITK latest by 5 p.m., March 18, 2016.